
Sanctuary 
Quilt Pattern

90” x 106”

This beautiful quilt pattern, featuring Kona Bay’s 
Sanctuary fabric collection, is compliments of 
Kona Bay Fabrics and is for your personal use and 
enjoyment. This pattern is not for resale. 

Designed by Kona Bay Studios

Written by Cathy Johnson Kind

Difficulty Level • Intermediate
Kona Bay Fabrics © 2012

Daydream Blue

Midnight

Springtime
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Yardage and Cutting Guide
 Springtime Daydream Blue Midnight

Fabric A • 2½ yards SANC-01-Blue SANC-01-Beige SANC-01-Gray
Cut (7) 12½” strips
Subcut (20) 12½” squares

Fabric B • 11/3 yards SANC-06-Blue SANC-06-Sky SANC-06-Gray
Cut (10) 4½” strips
Subcut (80) 4½” squares

Fabric C • 5/8 yard SANC-03-Blue SANC-03-White SANC-03-Red
Cut (4) 4½” strips
Subcut (30) 4½” squares

Fabric D • 1 2/3 yards SANC-04-Rose SANC-04-Sky SANC-04-Red
Cut (13) 4 7/8” strips
Subcut (98) Equilateral  
Triangles using the template 
on page 2

Fabric E • 2½ yards SANC-08-Green SANC-08-Emerald SANC-08-Black
Cut (4) 5 3/8” strips

Subcut (98) 5 3/8 x 2¾” Rectangles 
Subcut using the template on page 2

Fabric F • 11/8 yards SANC-05-Rose SANC-05-Sky SANC-05-Gray
Cut (7) 5¼” strips
Subcut (49) 5¼” squares 
Subcut on each diagonal for (98) triangles

Fabric G • 11/8 yards SANC-07-Green SANC-07-Blue SANC-07-Black
Cut (7) 5¼” strips
Subcut (49) 5¼” squares 
Subcut on each diagonal for (98) triangles

Fabric H • 3¼ yards SANC-02-Blue SANC-02-Beige SANC-02-Gray
Cut (10) 10½” strips

Binding Fabric E  SANC-08-Green SANC-08-Emerald SANC-08-Black 
5/8 yard 
Cut (4) 2½” strips
Subcut (30) 4½” squares

Backing • 7¾ yards SANC-08-Green SANC-08-Emerald SANC-08-Black
Fabric D
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Templates for Elongated Triangle Blocks

Template A

If you prefer, use the 
foundation at the left to 
make the elongated triangle 
blocks

Foundation for 
Elongated Triangles

1

2 3

Test your printer’s 
accuracy when 
printing templates and 
foundations. 

This box should measure 
precisely 1.5” square. 

Template B
Left

Template B
Right

Foundation for  
Elongated Triangle 
Blocks
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Snowball Blocks 
Snowball Block
Cut one 12½” square of Fabric A

Cut four 4½” squares of Fabric B

Draw a diagonal line on the wrong side of Fabric B

Place Fabric A and Fabric B, right sides together in the 
upper left corner and stitch on the drawn line.

 Trim excess 1/4” away from stitching 
line and press. 

Repeat for all four corners. 

Make 20 of these blocks. 

Pieced Sashing
Elongated Triangle Units
Template Method
Cut 4 7/8” strips of Fabric D. Subcut equalateral triangles of Fabric 
A, using Template A on the next page. 

Cut 5 3/8” x 2¾” rectangles of Fabric E. Subcut left and right 
triangles using Template B on the next page. 

Match the dots from the 
templates and sew 1/4” 
seams. Repeat on other side. 
Press away from center 
triangle. 

Finished blocks will measure 4 ¼” square.

Foundation Method
Cut 5½” strips of Fabric D. Subcut equilateral triangles. Place right 
side up on the unprinted side of the foundation. 

Cut 6” x 3¾”” rectangles of Fabric E. Subcut half of the rectangles 
lower left to upper right and the other half lower right to upper left. 

Position on the foundation and sew on the line. Repeat for Piece #3.

Trim to  measure 4½” square.

Make 98 of these squares. 
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Quarter Square Triangles 

Cut one 5 ¼” square of Fabric F.  
Subcut on each diagonal.

Cut one 5 ¼” square of Fabric G.  
Subcut on each diagonal.

Each pair of 5 ¼” squares will make two blocks

Sew two quarter squares together to make a unit.

Sew two units together to make a square. 

Press to relieve bulk, as illustrated on page 6.

Make 49 of these squares. 

Cornerstones 

Cut (30) 4 ½” squares of Fabric C  

Assembling the Sashing
Sew one elongated triangle unit to each side of a quarter 
square triangle unit. 

Make 49 of these sashing stirps. 
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Assembling the Rows
Sew a 4½” cornerstone square to a sashing strip. Repeat to 
make rows with five cornerstones and four sashing strips. 

Make six of these rows

Sew a sashing strip to a snowball block. Repeat to make rows 
with five sashing strips and four cornerstone blocks. 

Make five of these rows

After sewing the last seam to join 
the four units together, remove the 
stitches in the center perpendicular 
to the last stitching line.

Press all seams in the same direction 
(Clockwise or Counterclockwise 
depending on how your pressed your 
first seams)

A small pinwheel (or four 
patch) will be created in the 
center of the back and the bulk 
will be equally distibuted.

Pressing Matters
Use the following technique to relieve bulk when 
pressing pinwheel and four patch blocks.
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Assembling the Quilt
Sew rows together to complete the quilt top. 
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Finishing the Quilt
Mitered Borders
Cut ten 10 ½” strips of Fabric H, making sure 
you have the same repeat from top to bottom on 
each strip. 

Sew strips together so you have two strips at 
least 92” long and two strips at least 108” long.

Mark the center edges of the strips and the quilt 
top. Pin each strip to the top, beginning at the 
center at working towards the edge. 

Stitch to within ¼” of the quilt edge. The 
border fabric will extend past the quilt top. 

Fold the quilt, right sides together so the 
top edge and the right edge precisely meet. 
Using your ruler, place the 45° angle across 
the edge of the border lining up with the 
stitching intersection and draw a line. Stitch 
on this line. Carefully trim the excess border 
fabric and press. Repeat for other corners. 

Quilt as desired and bind with Fabric E. 

Please remember to label your quilt for 
posterity. 

Send pictures of your project to Kona Bay. Your 
quilt might be used in an upcoming issue of the 
free on-line magazine, Asian Fabric.


